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DIRECT LINK: https://autonoa.army.mil

CPOL/PORTAL: Automation Innovation Center Portlet
http://cpol.army.mil

CHRA’s HOMEPAGE:
http://chra.army.mil
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AUTONOA WEBSITE ACCESS

No forms or formal request for access is needed.
**If you have manager’s tab in Portal or can create RPAs in DCPDS, you have access to AutoNOA.

Account Type Notes
ACL Portal: Gives you a manager’s tab in the CPOL Portal &
is the minimum requirement to submit appraisals.
ACL Portal & a DCPDS account: Both needed for all other websites.

Note: *Both -MGR & -MGA accounts need Initiator & Requestor access
  *To be an authorizer, the DCPDS account must have Initiator,
  Requestor, & Authorizer access assigned to it
ACCESS TIPS & POINTERS

• Click **REFERENCE** to view an Access Reference Chart.
  – The chart details specific access requirements to each site.

• **Record view** is determined by your **ACL Portal** and/or **DCPDS** accounts.
  – **Not seeing your correct employees?** Please contact your local PSM and/or region’s Information System’s Department (ISD) help desk to update your accounts.

• Click **HELP** under **REFERENCE** for FAQs and contact information.